LET YOUR

nature shine

Perfect for exploring the world
with your loved ones, the Alto
willingly follows you on the
road where real vacations
begin. Its comfortable and
well-thought-out interior provides all the necessary breathing
space

you

need,

without

stepping on anyone’s toes. On
the road, its light weight and
aerodynamic shape will never
slow you down. Welcome to
your space to tame the open
spaces.

At home
in your cocoon,
everywhere else

TERRY SCOTT

Turn off your phone
and discover its
many applications

Everywhere it goes, people rave
about its design, but it is the
intelligence of its conception
that you will appreciate most.
With its retractable roof and
large windows, it instantly gives
you the impression of being
outside,

while

comfortably

inside. Better than on a touch
screen, you will have real life at
your fingertips. Wait no more!
Trade

your

work-eat-sleep

routine for the canoe cycle Alto
lifestyle.

Only when
no details have
been overlooked
can one forget
everything

Every detail has been designed
to let you enjoy the trip without
any unnecessary clutter. This is
how our vehicles meet the
impossible challenge of being
smaller

outside,

but

larger

inside! Designed by real outdoor
enthusiasts

and

regularly

field-tested, they fit everywhere.
Reach

the

most

beautiful

places, seize the moment: being
smaller, means having the
freedom to dream big.

MEIER SVEN

Voluntarily
simple
Leave for a weekend or a few weeks without worrying about finding a
place to sleep, planning where to eat or carrying heavy luggage. Like the
snail, travel stress-free with your shelter always accessible. No need to
waste time and energy planning your travels months in advance. With
peace of mind, you’ll have every opportunity to take advantage of what
really matters.

Forget the road map
and follow your instincts
Sudden urge to disappear in nature, away from your hectic and
crowded everyday reality? Get away and reconnect with your
natural instincts and your freedom to move around. Tucked under
a tree, your Alto will remain discrete, quietly listening to the river’s
murmur and the rustle of the wind in the leaves. Never caught
unprepared, you’ll love the unexpected.

LINDA PRATT

Aircraft
inspired
THE ALTO
COMBINES
LIGHTWEIGHT,
AERODYNAMICS
AND DURABILITY.
YOUR CAR WILL
LOVE TAKING OFF
WITH IT.

UNDERNEATH

the Alto

Its independent Flexiride
suspension and very low
centre of gravity provide
great stability to the Alto.
Its floor and frame are
made of aluminium. For
maximum aerodynamics,
the weld-free frame supports
streamlined tanks. Powerful
electric brakes come as
standard equipment.

A GREEN TRAVEL

trailer

Faced with the steady increase in the price of
gasoline and the social responsibility we all
share to save non-renewable fossil energy,
Safari Condo wanted to design ultra-light
travel trailers with the lowest possible drag
coefficient. Travel trailers meeting these two
criteria could then be readily towed by smaller
vehicles. Even more environmentally conscious,
Alto also wanted its materials selection to be
not only lightweight but for the most part
recyclable.

THE

materials

Roof and walls are made of a sandwich-type material
with a plastic honeycomb core laminated with
aluminium on one side and Alufiber or aluminium on
the other. Alufiber combines the lightweight of
aluminium with the durability of fiberglass. The only
materials used in building the Alto are those on
which water has little effect such as aluminium,
Alufiber, plastic, Formica and glass. Inside, the
furniture consists largely of aluminium and composite
materials. Rigid and ultra-light sandwich panels are
integrated into the bed cushions, while the entire bed
structure is made of aluminium extrusions.

DENIS VERRET

F Series

The
Unique
Technology
of the Alto

EUROPEAN
WINDOWS

CURVED ROOF FOR LOWER
AERODYNAMIC DRAG

F I X E D

R O O F

SEAMLESS
ALUMINIUM ROOF

95 ’’

(250 cm)

FIXED

roof

The seamless aluminium roof is built in
a single piece of curved Alufiber/aluminium sandwich panel. Its generous
interior clearance provides easily
accessible ample storage. It comes
with a large private shower/toilet
cabinet. With its exterior height of 95
inches (250 cm), the F series Alto will
fit under an 8-foot garage door. Using
the streamlined shape of the R-series
roof, the new F series retains its
aerodynamic properties and remains
easily towable by most compact cars
or small SUVs. A simpler design means
a lower purchase price.

ALUMINIUM FRAME
AND FLOOR

ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION HEIGHT
FROM 95” (250 CM) TO 97” (247 CM)

EUROPEAN

style Alto

Starting at 1 742 lb (790 kg)

Imported from Europe, the double glazed panoramic acrylic windows of the F series
provide both lightweight and superior insulation. The window includes a built-in combination blind/screen system. This type of window provides such a large opening that one
almost forgets being inside. The front dinette, with its huge curved window, can be used
even while the rear bed is deployed. In addition, by moving the table, it is possible to create
a four seat dining area.

TINTED TEMPERED
GLASS CRESCENT

R Series

75% LESS AERODYNAMIC
DRAG

R E T R A C T A B L E

R O O F

RETRACTABLE SEAMLESS
ALUMINIUM ROOF

101’’

(257 cm)
OPEN

83,5 ’’

(213 cm)
CLOSED

RETRACTABLE

roof

Starting at 1 816 lb (823 kg)

A FUNCTIONAL

approach

ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION HEIGHT
FROM 83,5” (213 CM) TO 85” (216 CM)

ALUMINIUM FRAME
AND FLOOR

With an exterior height of only 83,5 inches (213 cm) with the roof down, all R-series
Alto models fit easily in your garage. With the roof up, they offer a very comfortable
living space with an 82 inches (208 cm) interior clearance. Their front dining area is
usable even with the rear bed deployed. Beds, fridge, storage and toilet are all usable
even with the roof down. You can create two different dining areas by simply moving
the table. A model with indoor shower is available.

The seamless aluminium roof is
built in a single piece of curved
Alufiber/aluminium sandwich panel.
It is opened and closed by a pair of
electric linear actuators. Its
crescent-shaped windows are
tinted tempered glass. With the
retractable roof down, the aerodynamic shape of the Alto, developed
in a virtual wind tunnel, creates
75% less aerodynamic drag than a
traditional travel trailer. This factor,
along with its lightweight, makes
the Alto readily towable by most
compact cars and small SUVs.

R Serie
R E T R A C T A B L E

M O D E L

R1713

M O D E L
1 816 lb

3-4 opt

RETRACTABLE
ROOF

R1723

1 858 lb

3-4 opt RETRACTABLE
ROOF

R O O F

HIGHLIGHTS

UNIQUE RETRACTABLE
ROOF TECHNOLOGY
FITS UNDER A SEVEN-FOOT
GARAGE DOOR
HUGE WINDOWS
USABLE EVEN WHILE
ROOF DOWN
COMPACT COMBINATION
WATER HEATER/FURNACE
SYSTEM

72" X 76" King size bed

60" X 76" Queen size bed

Converts to two 27" X 76" single beds

Front dinette converts to 36" X 81" single bed

Front dinette converts to 36" X 81" single bed

Fixed flush toilet

Fixed flush toilet

Indoor shower with curtain

Storage in the toilet cabinet

RACTABLE
ROOF

ed

F Serie
F I X E D

M O D E L

F1743

1 742 lb

R O O F

HIGHLIGHTS

EASILY ACCESSIBLE
AMPLE STORAGE
PRIVATE SHOWER/TOILET CABINET
LARGE WINDOWS WITH
FULL OPENING

60" X 81" Queen size bed

BUILT-IN COMBINATION
BLIND/SCREEN SYSTEM

Private shower/toilet cabinet

COMPACT COMBINATION
WATER HEATER/FURNACE
SYSTEM

Front dinette converts
to 36" X 81" single bed
Large wardrobe

3-4 opt

FIXED
ROOF

BENOIT DELISLE

Design and manufacturing
821, du Parc | St-Frédéric-de-Beauce | Québec | G0N 1P0
Tél. : (418) 426-3666 | Téléc. : (418) 426-1377 | SF: 1-877-806-3666
Follow us

WWW.SAFARICONDO.COM
The 2-year "Safari Condo" warranty covers the portion of the vehicle which it manufactures, and excludes the equipment covered by its manufacturer’s respective warranties. Product improvement is an ongoing process at Safari Condo; we reserve the right to modify the
characteristics, specifications and equipment on some or all of our products, and this, without notice. Safari Condo is not required to undertake modifications to vehicles manufactured prior to specification changes.

